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Division 1:  Parliament, $36 141 000 - 
Mrs D. J. Guise, Chairman.   

Mr F. Riebeling, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly.   

Mr P.J. McHugh, Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.   

Mr R. Bremner, Executive Manager, Parliamentary Services.   

Mr M. Crouche, Finance Manager, Parliamentary Services.   

The CHAIRMAN (Mrs D.J. Guise):  This estimates committee will be reported by Hansard staff.  The daily 
proof Hansard will be published at 9.00 am tomorrow.  

The estimates committee’s consideration of the estimates will be restricted to discussion of those items for which 
a vote of money is proposed in the consolidated fund.  This is the prime focus of the committee.  While there is 
scope for members to examine many matters, questions need to be clearly related to a page number, item, 
program or amount within the volumes.  For example, members are free to pursue performance indicators that 
are included in the Budget Statements when there remains a clear link between the questions and the estimates.   

It is the intention of the Chairman to ensure that as many questions as possible are asked and answered and that 
both questions and answers are short and to the point. 

The minister - in this case the Speaker - may agree to provide supplementary information to the committee, 
rather than asking that the question be put on notice for the next sitting week.  For the purpose of following up 
the provision of this information, I ask the Speaker to clearly indicate to the committee which supplementary 
information he agrees to provide and I will then allocate a reference number.  If supplementary information is to 
be provided, I seek the Speaker’s cooperation in ensuring that it is delivered to the committee clerk by 11 June 
2004, so members may read it before the report and third reading stages.  If the supplementary information 
cannot be provided within that time, written advice is required of the day by which the information will be made 
available. 

Details in relation to supplementary information have been provided to both members and advisers and 
accordingly I ask the Speaker to cooperate with those requirements. 

I caution members that if the Speaker asks that a matter be put on notice, it is up to the member to lodge the 
question on notice with the Clerk’s office.  Only supplementary information that the minister agrees to provide 
will be sought by 11 June 2004.  

Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  Before we start, can we split the two divisions in half?  Sometimes the time on division 
1 runs over and we do not get to ask questions on division 2.   
The CHAIRMAN:  I will be guided by the committee.   

Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  I suggest that we spend the first half-hour on division 1 and the second half-hour on 
division 2.   

The CHAIRMAN:  Does the committee agree with that proposal? 
The SPEAKER:  In the past few years, 75 per cent of the time has been spent on division 1 and 25 per cent on 
division 2.  Usually the committee asks more questions about the division on Parliament.   

Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  I am happy that it be 75-25.   
The CHAIRMAN:  We will aim for 45 minutes on division 1 and 15 minutes on division 2.  Members have 
indicated that that proposition is agreeable.   

Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  The capital works program on page 49 of the Budget Statements refers to the security 
upgrade of Parliament House.  What stage are we at with the security upgrade, and what future security upgrade 
is required?   
The SPEAKER:  As members probably know, over the past 18 months or so we have been upgrading security at 
Parliament House.  The $1.68 million upgrade is being funded over three budgets - $750 000 from last year’s 
budget, $750 000 from this year’s budget and the balance is coming out of next year’s budget.  The upgrade 
involves securing the perimeter of the building, rather than having security cameras and the like inside the 
building.  It would be a backward step if someone else were looking at what was going on inside the building.  
We are in the process of putting new security cameras on the exterior of the building.  We are partly through that 
program.  We have introduced swipe-card entrances into the building and we will upgrade and replace the X-ray 
screening equipment, which will come out of this budget.  The physical infrastructure surrounding Parliament 
House has changed.  I am sure the member would have noticed that bollards have been erected.  That work will 
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continue.  Part of the security review we undertook indicated that we needed to remove vehicles as far away as 
possible from Parliament House.  The next stage will hopefully see the ring-road at the old front of the building 
removed and bollards placed along Harvest Terrace to stop people getting close to Parliament House.  That will 
reduce the number of car parking spaces, so we are hoping that Harvest Terrace will be restructured to make up 
those lost car parking spaces.  Part of our security involves Harvest Terrace.  It was also time for some changes 
to the vegetation that surrounds Parliament House and part of the upgrade involves new landscaping.  Of course, 
there have also been changes to the members’ car park, which the member would have seen.  Further changes to 
the car park are envisaged.   
Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  Are the security cameras monitored 24 hours a day and, if so, by whom?   
The SPEAKER:  They will be monitored 24 hours a day.  The primary purpose of having the whole exterior 
watched is to avoid graffiti tagging and the like, which usually occurs well after Parliament closes.  About a year 
or so ago there was an attack on the walls near my room.  With the new security system, it is hoped that we will 
know if anyone has approached the building.   

Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  It is all very well and good to put up bollards; however, people still come into the 
building.  Has any thought been given to upgrading the security on the door; that is, will security guards be given 
firearms?  Will we move to tighter security?  If I were on the door and someone came in with a hand gun or a 
rifle, I would be putting my hands up or ducking - I would not try to be brave.   

[9.10 am] 

The SPEAKER:  As would I.   

Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  Has any thought been given to changing that type of security?   

The SPEAKER:  I do not wish to go into it in great detail, but the review that was undertaken looked at whether 
we should have armed security guards.  The decision was made not to do that and to leave any weapons in the 
hands of the police.  The management plan is really to endeavour to isolate whatever incident might occur and 
move whatever weapons might be required to the incident rather than have them at the entry points to the 
Parliament.  The whole security system is based on making sure that the people who enter the building are there 
for a reason, such as through a member inviting them and being responsible for their activities within the 
building, and securing the perimeter.  
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I refer to the capital works program at page 49 of the Budget Statements.  The staff of the 
Parliament number about 100.  There are also about 90 members of Parliament, ministerial staff, etc.  When the 
House is sitting, there is a problem with the availability of parking.  I am concerned also about the security of 
staff and their vehicles.  I know that the attendants accompany staff when they walk across the road to the car 
park, and I appreciate that.  What, if any, plans are in place to improve parking facilities and security for staff?   

The SPEAKER:  Under the security plan, a camera will be located in the staff car park so that security will be 
able to keep an eye on it.  The current system is that when staff leave the building at night, they are escorted to 
their vehicles.  There is a problem with the number of car parking bays that have been allocated to members in 
that if every member were to turn up with a car, we would not have sufficient bays.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  That would be a rare event. 

The SPEAKER:  Yes.  Fourteen ministers are dropped off, and it would be a rare event if they were to take their 
car to Parliament House.  On a couple of occasions, members have not been able to find a car park.  We are 
trying to address that in the short term at least.  If the Harvest Terrace solution comes into being and there is a 
greater allocation of parking bays to the Parliament on the western side of Harvest Terrace, there will be 
sufficient car parking bays to cater for all members, plus make up for the loss of the ring-road car parking bays.  
We are currently looking also at having a sticker for members of Parliament and members-only car parking bays 
in certain areas, which should help address that matter.  As I understand it, there are sufficient car parking bays 
for staff in the car park across the road, and that car park will be monitored 24 hours a day.   
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I am sure the Speaker understands the point, but on busy sitting days we can have a 
situation in which no parking bays are available in either the members car park or the parking area across the 
road.  For example, my office has one government car, and on occasions there is no place to park it in the 
parliamentary precinct. 
The SPEAKER:  I am hoping that there will be an allocation of more bays for members only.  The answer is to 
have more prescribed areas for members rather than allow the public to take up those bays that are essential for 
the operation of the Parliament.  Hopefully that will ease the problem a little.  I do understand that that is a 
problem.   
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Ms M.M. QUIRK:  I refer to output 1 on page 44, administrative and procedural support to the Legislative 
Assembly, its members and committees.  Have any particular trends emerged with regard to the allocation of 
funds for travel this year for members and committees? 

The SPEAKER:  As members would be aware, changes to the rules for committee travel were introduced at the 
start of this session of the Parliament.  There has been a 55 per cent reduction in committee travel this year 
compared with the previous year, and in the year before that it was significantly reduced from the situation 
during the previous Parliament.  Just to emphasise that, in 1997-98 just over $700 000 was spent on committee 
travel.  This year it will be about $110 000.  There has been quite a significant reduction in committee travel, and 
I think that trend, particularly with this being an election year, will become more pronounced.  
Mr P.B. WATSON:  I refer to page 45, statement of financial performance, liabilities assumed by the Treasurer.  
What does that entail?  
The SPEAKER:  That refers to the increase in superannuation liabilities for members of Parliament. 
Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  I refer to the capital works program at page 49.  The north wing appears to be completed 
now.  Did that come in on budget? 
The SPEAKER:  My understanding is that it came in on budget and on time.  It came in on time thanks primarily 
to the actions of the Legislative Council, which consented to sit in the area that had been restored for the 
Parliamentary Library, which not only brought the project in on time but also reduced the cost considerably.  If 
the Legislative Council had not shifted, the scheduling of work would have been disjointed, and it would have 
cost a significant amount more.  We do not like to praise the Council too much down here, but it is thanks to the 
members of the Legislative Council that the project came in both on time and on budget. 
Ms M.M. QUIRK:  I refer to the capital works program at page 48 and to new works at the bottom of the page.  
Over the past 18 months or so there has been extensive building refurbishment.  Is it contemplated that this 
Chamber will be airconditioned at any stage in the near future?   
The SPEAKER:  It is hoped that at some stage we will aircondition the Chamber.  The recent cost estimate for 
airconditioning the Chambers is quite a dramatic reduction from earlier estimates.  It has gone from millions of 
dollars down to hundreds of thousands of dollars.  I am hopeful that in the next 12 months there will be some 
action on that if our finances allow.   
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I heard a rumour that it would be Western Australia’s bicentennial project! 
Mr P.B. WATSON:  Hot air project!   
The SPEAKER:  I am committed to being here as the Speaker when it happens, so if I am still here in 100 years, 
who knows! 
Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  I pay tribute to the Speaker and the President for the upgrading that has been taking 
place at Parliament House.  The upgrading has been ongoing for some years now, and Parliament House is now 
starting to reach an acceptable standard.  When I first came to the Parliament, the building was pretty run-down 
and quite unacceptable.  I congratulate you, Mr Speaker, and the President, for continuing with that upgrading 
and making more rooms available, which is very important, and also for making available more meeting rooms, 
which has always been a problem.  What further upgrades are envisaged for Parliament House, and when will 
the upgrading end?  Will there be a finale?   
[9.20 am] 
The SPEAKER:  A good event in the past couple of years has been planning for the upcoming hundredth year 
celebration of the building, which has enabled the Presiding Officers to weasel a bit more money out of the 
Government.  The next two upgrades will involve the Leader of the Opposition’s office and airconditioning of 
this Chamber.  That is how I envisage it.  No matter who is in opposition, the space allocated is insufficient and 
it is my plan that it be the next upgrade.  I do not know whether that can be done in the environment we currently 
live in.  It would probably do more harm than good at the moment, but some sort of planning needs to be in place 
for the next changes.   
Mr P.B. WATSON:  Page 49 of the budget papers shows that the allocation for computer hardware and software 
was $312 000 in 2002-03 and $195 000 in 2003-04.  Many members had a lot of trouble with the new laptops 
they were given compared with the previous ones.  Before we get to upgrading them down the track, can we find 
out first whether the system works? 
The SPEAKER:  The major problem we had with laptops was not within Parliament’s control.  A lot of the 
software put on the laptops was controlled by the Department of the Premier and Cabinet.  That is one of those 
annoying areas between Parliament and the Premier’s department; we get what it gives us.  It would be far better 
if we controlled our own destiny.  Some of the systems in the last roll out of laptops were not compatible with 
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Parliament’s and sometimes not compatible with those in electorate offices.  I do not place any of the blame for 
that on our computer section; I place it down the Terrace.  
Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  Are there any plans to bring it under one umbrella? 
The SPEAKER:  I pray for that.  The problem is not only with laptops; it is also with imprest accounts and 
matters of that nature.  They should all be controlled by Parliament and not by the Premier’s department.  I and 
the President of the Legislative Council have written about that; as yet there has been no significant movement. 

Mr J.L. BRADSHAW:  Is dialogue going on between the Department of the Premier and Cabinet and the 
Parliament on these issues? 

The SPEAKER:  I would not call it dialogue; I would call it letters going one way with not much response.  

Ms M.M. QUIRK:  I refer to page 49, the artwork acquisition program under works in progress and completed 
works.  Can I receive an assurance that the artwork acquisition has been Western Australian art? 

The SPEAKER:  Yes.  I had to check to make sure Warburton was inside our border.  The main acquisition was 
the Warburton glass, which is above the former library, which is now a committee room.  It is a sensational 
installation. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK:  Yes. 

The SPEAKER:  However, the artwork inside that committee room is on loan from the Art Gallery of Western 
Australia.  We have quite an active arts committee headed by the member for Churchlands, who is upgrading our 
art collection by making sure that the new councils, especially those created by the split-up of the City of Perth, 
have a contribution on display.  We received one of those contributions only yesterday.  The main beauty of the 
committee that the member for Churchlands heads is that it has very little money and relies on donations.  I am 
quite comfortable with the way the collection is being managed, and I think the Warburton glass was the major 
purchase. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I have a question on policy on the use of Parliament House facilities.  Is there any policy or 
guideline for outside parties - I include the Government and the Opposition - using this Chamber, or people 
holding conferences or meetings, when they are not strictly the conduct of the Parliament or members of 
Parliament? 

The SPEAKER:  All external bodies that utilise Parliament must, firstly, meet any extra costs that Parliament 
incurs.  Those events are held, therefore, on a cost-recovery basis.  I guess, other than the YMCA Youth 
Parliament and events of that nature, the question I must ask is: what benefit is there to the State from an event 
being held here?  If there is no overtly political purpose for the event, I approve it.  There have not been many 
events; we have held the Community Drug Summit and the water symposium.   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I think regional chambers of commerce have held their meetings in Parliament. 

The SPEAKER:  Yes.  I am of the view that the more people who can utilise and visit Parliament, the better.  
However, there should not be an overtly political profile to the event.  Sometimes that is not possible, but that is 
the plan.  I think in years to come the use of Parliament for such events will grow rather than reduce.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I make the observation that there is some resentment among hospitality function centres 
that the Parliament is being used as a de facto function centre.  I agree that it has happened in a very limited way. 

The SPEAKER:  I hope that is not the case.  I understand the economic circumstances of people in that game.  
There has to be a significant value for the State to host an event here that is not a Youth Parliament-type of 
event.  The use of Parliament for such events has not exploded and I hope it does not, but I believe it will 
increase over the years. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  On a different topic, again reflecting future capital works, it is pleasing to see the courtyard 
area being used more often now.  However, what hits people when they walk out there is the way the Strangers 
Bar has been tacked onto the building.  Is there any longer term planning to restructure part of it and improve the 
courtyard? 

The SPEAKER:  Yes.  Plans have been drawn up for the redevelopment of the area.  It is probably a more 
sensitive issue in that I doubt very much whether the Press would appreciate several hundred thousand dollars 
being spent on improvements to the bar in Parliament.  There are plans to have that area developed into a much 
more user-friendly environment; however, I do not support the current plans that were submitted for the 
redevelopment of that area.  When more acceptable plans are submitted, the redevelopment will move, but it is 
not a high priority at the moment.   

[9.30 am] 
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Mr P.B. WATSON:  Do you think the money spent on the regional and youth Parliaments held in Albany was 
money well spent?   

The SPEAKER:  I do.  The regional Parliament was a great success.  Some press was given to the fact that it cost 
$250 000.  Despite the fact that I said that that was not the case, it was printed as being the case.  We budgeted 
for $95 000 for the event and certain costs blew out a little.  The actual facility cost more than we anticipated and 
the technical backup for Parliament cost a little more.  At this stage, the cost of accommodation is far less than 
we had envisaged.  After the costs had increased for the hall and the like we thought the cost would be about 
$110 000.  That appears to be not the case at the moment.  Members may not have lodged claims yet.  However, 
if there are no more member claims, the cost will come in under the $95 000 that we budgeted for.  If the balance 
of the members lodge claims and they come in at the current rate at which members are claiming, the total cost 
will be approximately $95 000.  It came in on budget because we thought members’ claims would be higher.  It 
was a great success.   

The function held at the start of the event at the Albany TAFE college was funded through a grant from the 175th 
anniversary celebrations, so the cost of that was external to our costs.   
Mr P.B. WATSON:  It was very successful.  

The SPEAKER:  I thought the week-long event was a success.  The Leader of the Opposition, Minister for 
Education and Training and I addressed the students.  From all accounts, the youth Parliament was a significant 
success.  

The appropriation was recommended.  
 


